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“There’re teachers  all  around who can’t  distinguish the false from the
true,    When students come asking about bodhi, nirvana, the trikaya, or the [ob-
jective] surroundings and the [subjective] mind, the blind old teachers immedi-
ately start explaining to them.    When they’re railed at by the students they grab
their sticks and hit them, shouting, ‘What insolent talk!’    Obviously you teachers
yourselves are without an eye so you’ve no right to get angry with them,

“And then there’re a bunch of shavepates who, not knowing good from
bad, point to the east and point to the west, delight in fair weather, delight in rain,
and delight in lanterns and pillars.    Look at them!    How many hairs are left in
their eyebrows!    There is a good reason for this [loss of eyebrows].    Lacking un-
derstanding, students become infatuated with them.      Such [shavepates] as these
are all wild fox spirits and nature goblins.    Good students snicker, ‘Te-hee’ and
say , ‘blind old shavepates deluding and bewitching everyone under heaven!’

Here we have finally gotten to the case of these meetings between master
and disciple,  these  meetings  in  which  subject  and object  face  one  another,  in
which there is the greatest amount of not understanding occurring.    The condition
he’s describing here is one in which neither the student nor the teacher under-
stands.    What you have to really grasp here is what is meant by understanding or
not understanding.    What is it that is being or not being understood?    

What  I  always talk about  is  this  Dharma activity,  which  is  an activity
which brings the entire cosmos into being, and, of course, brings the self into be-
ing.    If we give this activity a character, if we personify it, we can call it the func-
tion of God.

But if we use this word God we must be very careful.    We must analyze
how we’re using it.    For instance, if we posit that God has will, then we have to
ask why God brings some people to unhappiness.    If you are in a good, comfort-
able situation, then anyone will say they are being given that happiness through
the grace of God.    But when the situation is unhappy, when the world is torn by
war and disturbance, they people begin to question exactly what this God is.    

What Buddhism says is that one way or another we must learn to recog-
nize this  activity which brings everything into being.      It  doesn’t  matter what
name you attach to it.    You can call it God, or the devil.    According to Buddhism
if you are going to use the word God it’s important to understand that this God is
acting completely without will.    So, if you come to a point where you feel you
must see God then you must understand that you also must manifest a self which
has no will as well.    You need to manifest the wisdom which knows this will-less
self.



If you strive to manifest the wisdom which can know this will-less God
then you will come to know clearly that this self which has will is the incomplete
self.      What we are demanding of you is to manifest the self which is no-self.
Manifest the self which understands what is a complete self and what is an incom-
plete self.    

It doesn’t matter where the place of practice is, here or in Japan, it seems
that after five or ten years of practice everyone is still stuck, still fixated on this “I
am”  self,  and  from this  fixated  position  blabbers  on  about  this  or  that  idea.
That’s why saying good-bye to this world, and going to hide out and live in a cave
in a mountain or somewhere, becomes appealing to some holy, saintly people.
But even if you become this kind of a holy person you can’t escape from this
world.    That way of being is somehow mistaken.    Slowly but surely what is a
mistaken, and what is not a mistaken perspective will become clear to you.

That is why in Zen practice we strongly emphasize what is called the root
source of all things.    This condition of the source, origin, or foundation is the
source, so there is nothing outside of it.    There is no God or the devil outside of
the source.    Neither man nor woman exist apart from the origin.    What Rinzai
has been talking about up to now over and over again is that in this state of the
source are both the activity of man and woman.    

In order to investigate this activity of the source we can label these two ac-
tivities in various ways.    The function which brings man into being can be called
tatha-gata, thus going, or simply plus, and the function which brings woman into
being can be called tatha-agata, thus coming, or minus.    Temporarily as a way of
teaching we can say that the condition in which these two opposing activities
work; fluctuating back and forth repetitively between a state of unity and a state
of contrast, is called the condition of the origin.    

Although I just called this teaching a temporary expedient, if you really
practice you will see for yourself that this is truly how things are.    The place pro-
vided for plus and minus to work in is this condition of the source, and being the
source it is a unique world.    It is one, not two.    Being the last day of the seichu I
would like you to grasp this clearly now.

Inevitably plus and minus will manifest a condition in which they break
apart,  they  separate.      When this  split  occurs  past,  present,  and future  appear
within this one world.    This is how those who actually experienced it for them-
selves have taught their students.    

These three worlds encompass all worlds.    The world of the future is the
world of thus going.    Existent beings having the activity of future as their content
reside in this world.    In the world of the past live existent being who have the ac-
tivity of past as their content.    And how about the present?    In the present are be-
ings who have the activity called present as their content.    All of you are people
of the present.    Men and women both are existing in this world of the present.    

If we take up all of the existent being in each one of the worlds of past,
present,  and future,  then that would include absolutely everything.      So please
don’t forget this; when you look at the future, or when you look at the past, that
self which is looking is not alone, it is existing along with all the people who are
existing with the present as their content.    Please consider this deeply.



When you see into the future you are seeing beings which have only the
future as their content, and so you can say they are things totally different from
your self.    And the beings who are living in the past, having the past as their con-
tent, they are also a completely different sort of thing than your self.    And what
sort of things are there here in the present?    Everything here in the world of the
present has the activity of present as its content.    

As I always say these “beings of the present” have both plus and minus,
both man and woman, both tatha-gata and tatha-agata as their content.    So the
people residing in the world of the present all have the same mind, the same na-
ture, this is the standpoint of Buddhism.    Everyone has a mind, has a nature, and
that mind is the coming together of plus and minus.    Having this heart, this mind
as their content, these beings are residing in the world of the present.    

So we who are beings of the present, having both plus and minus as our
content, we can say we are doing the activity of zero.    The state of the founda-
tion, the origin, is also zero, but this zero of the child which appears out of the
source is not the complete zero.    It is an incomplete zero.    We are born incom-
plete selves and so we look upon future and past.    When past and future are com-
pletely made content, that is the manifestation of complete zero, the same as the
source.    

The present, having both man and woman as its content, does not need to
seek man or woman.      A newborn infant, for instance, does not manifest a con-
sciousness which does the activity of discriminating in terms of male and female.
There is no need for infants to think, “this is a man,” or “this is a woman.”    This
is because the infant has both as its content.    There’s no need for it to think about
life or death, because the activities of living and dying are incorporated in an ab-
solutely equal way.    

Then, however, the activity of consciousness develops.    I’ve talked many
times already about how the activity of consciousness is born, so I wont get into
that here today, because there isn’t time.    When consciousness develops it devel-
ops in such a way to be able to recognize, “I’m a man, and that’s a woman.    I’m
living, and that over there is dead.”    As this activity of what we can call knowing
develops and progresses, that is when problems start popping up.    But, if you can
make both of these opposing activities completely your content, both tatha-gata
and tatha-agata, both man and woman, completely your content, and then, after
this  experience,  you resurrect  from that  experience,  and you enter  the  human
world again, you will be able to clearly understand this human world.    

This experience of completely incorporating plus and minus is an experi-
ence which is neither movement nor non-movement, man nor woman, the benefi-
cent God nor the evil God.    It is a condition which is absolutely beyond any kind
of comparison, and so it as called the condition of zero.    This is what I’m always
talking about, and this is what I must have you all understand clearly.    

Sometimes you’re asked, “Have you ever seen a flower?    Have you ever
seen a tulip?”    And you will answer, “Yes.”    When you saw the flower how on
earth did you manifest  your self?      And you might be asked, “Have you ever
drunk beer?”    “Yes.”    But do you really know what is going on in this situation
of drinking beer?    If I ask, “Do you love flowers?”    You’ll probably answer,



“Yes, I love them.”    But if I ask, “Where, exactly, are you when you are doing the
loving of those flowers?” You can only say, “I don’t understand.”    I ask, “Did
you hear this sound?”    (Hitting the lectern with his fan), and you answer “Yes.”
But when asked, “Where is God when you heard that sound?” Again you don’t
understand.    And then, if an answer DOES come up, such as, “The sound is to-
gether with God,” then I ask again, “Where does the sound come from?” And
again you are stumped.    

Everyone has had these experiences of drinking beer, or seeing a flower,
but since you are not manifesting the wisdom which clearly understands these ex-
periences, that is why you cannot answer.    This is how Zen kindly explains why
you are stumped.    

When you see a flower it is the present self which is seeing the flower.
Both the flower and the self are in the world of the present.    Then they become
completely one, and manifest the perfect, complete present.     This is what you
don’t understand. You should clearly understand now what we mean by the com-
plete present.      

After manifesting the complete present, even those who have developed
the function of knowing to the extent to which they discriminate between man and
woman, even they, will understand clearly that man and woman originally were
one thing, after they develop the wisdom which also knows the absolute present.

Take for example two lovers, A and B.    When they completely become
one, in this instance as well, past and future have been completely incorporated.
You will come to understand this as well.    

The self of the present moment, whether it is a man or a woman,     al-
though it may not understand the principle yet, is striving to make the complete
activities of past and future its content.    It is striving to include the parts of past
and future it has not yet included.    

Although some people go around saying, “I hate men,” or “I hate women,”
deep from their belly buttons they are striving to make both man and woman their
content.    When both man and woman, both tatha-gata and tatha-agata have been
incorporated, this is the state of complete oneness.    

When we make relationship with something, and it doesn’t matter what it
is, it could be a flower, or a bird, or dog, or of course another person, we do the
work  of  having  to  manifest  the  complete  condition  through  that  relationship.
Buddhism says this is how we must look at it.    This thing we call making a rela-
tionship comes into being through both A and B manifesting the activity of zero.    

When you meet a flower, the flower, also, is doing the work which can be
described as ,”I must do the activity of zero!”    Of course you are a human being,
and you also must make this activity of needing to do the function of zero your
content.    So, when we look at making relationships, if it’s a flower the flower
does the activity of the flower’s heart.    If it’s yourself, you do the activity of your
own heart.    And both of these are the activity of zero.    And it is this mutual man-
ifestation of the activity of zero which brings about the relationship.    This is the
standpoint of Nyorai Zen.    Another way of teaching this is to say that you must
manifest the same mind or the same heart as the flower.    

When a woman makes relationship with a man she must do the male activ-



ity of mind or heart.    Although the situation begins with the man and woman be-
ing separate, the woman manifests the mind of the man, and the man manifests
the mind of the woman.    “I’m a man.”    “I’m a woman.”    If you fixate the situa-
tion like this, and attach to this fixated perspective, what we call relationship will
never appear.    

This self is incomplete.    Without making relationship with that which is
other than the self the complete self will never come into being.    Without doing
the activity of the flower’s mind, or if your a man without doing the activity of the
woman’s heart, then no relationship will be formed.

We have this word, “to believe,” and it appears wherever you look.    To
believe in God, or to believe in the Buddha for instance.    This believing is to
manifest your mind as the mind of that which you are matched with, that which
you are making a relationship with.    To manifest yourself as your partner, this is
to believe.    To realize that the one you are making relationship with is your self.
Only through doing this activity will true relationship finally be formed.    

In the religious world you often hear, “Believe in God.    Believe in the
Buddha.”    There is nothing outside of yourself, over there somewhere, like God
or the Buddha for you to believe in.    In the case when you believe in woman,
then you are manifesting your mind as the mind of woman.     This is what we
mean by believing  in  woman.      When  a  woman believes  in  a  man,  with  her
woman’s heart she manifests the heart of that man.    Man and woman facing each
other and fixating on this “I am” will never turn into a true relationship.

Also in the case of believing in God, I really don’t know what kind of a
thing this God might be, but, anyway, if you manifest your self as God, then this
will be the appearance of believing in God.    There are no women, men, or God
outside of yourself.    

In Buddhism we call this work of manifesting one’s mind as the mind of
the other the activity of compassion.    In Japanese we say “jihi.”    I’m not sure if
the  English  word  compassion  is  good.      When you manifest  compassion  you
aren’t attached to your self.    The self has already become a new self.    So in Bud-
dhism this  teaching of compassion is  taught in a very uncompromising,  strict,
way.    

In the manifestation of this compassion, there is a limit that is reached.
This extreme point of compassion is true love.    In general when we use the word
love,  and people love this word, what they are actually referring to is what is
called in Buddhism greedy, or selfish, or desireful love.    

This activity called conquest comes into being through this greedy selfish
love.    You fixate your self, and then you try to conquer something.    You try to
make money.    You decide you want that man, or you want that woman.    You try
to conquer wisdom.    If two people are both coming from this conquering mental-
ity, and they attempt to love one another, of course it will only end up in fighting.

If you really understand the manifestation of total compassion, then there
will be times the teacher stands in the place of the student, and vice versa.    These
two  standpoints  can  freely  be  interchanged.      If  you  fixate  on  being  a  man,
woman, student, or teacher then that is not the true perspective.    That is the per-
spective of greedy love.    That is simply fixating the self and attempting to fulfill



the desires of the self.    But it isn’t compassion.    
The passage in the text for today was very difficult, but what I’m saying

here is the same thing Rinzai is saying in the text.    Everyone who without being
able to do the activity of compassion, simply gets caught up in intellectual theo-
ries, this whole group of folks are all just in love with themselves, attached to
themselves, and are doing the activity of conquering.      This is what Rinzai is say-
ing.    He is saying that through this sort of conquest these people attain their kind
of happiness.    Through this sort of functioning one person can lead many others
astray.    

It’s fine to believe in God, but what is this “believing?”    We must mani-
fest the wisdom which knows the principle of what this believing is.    This self
has appeared as the present.    There is no possible way this present can escape
from this world.    This is difficult.    Whether in living or in dying, we are always
existing in this great cosmos.    We can’t ever escape from this one great cosmos.

We also call this great cosmos the manifestation of true love.    We are liv-
ing within true love, together with all things.    So grasp this universe as true love,
and manifest this way of thinking that you are with everything within this one true
love.      But if you fixate your self, then true love wont appear.    Some way or an-
other you must practice this activity of compassion, and through this practice you
will come to understand true love.    If you fixate yourself, even though you are
trying to love, then this self will never disappear.    Your conquering attitude will
just get stronger and stronger.    When you look at this world it seems there is no
end to wars and disputes, and at the same time you can see that this sort of educa-
tion that love is good is occurring, but this kind of educating, if it is based on fix-
ating the self it just serves to strengthen the spirit of conquest.    

This is the last teisho of this seichu.    Even if we separate we’re still to-
gether in this one world.    After seichu we enter seikan.    During the seikan period
if you want to leave Mount Baldy, that’s fine.    Go to where you want to go, and
then you can practice there.    But, you can’t escape this cosmos.    You can’t es-
cape this true love.    So what can you do?    It’s fine to mutually hold on to your
freedom, but no matter how hard you are grasping your freedom, you are existing
together with everything in this one world.      Without understanding this princi-
ple, everyone is simply standing upon the standpoint of conquest.

This  finally  the end of  seichu.      So,  how will  you resurrect  your  self.
How will you manifest yourself?    That is Zen.    Everyday, everyday, when we
wake up we are manifesting this resurrected self.    Everyone please manifest the
self which is free.    If you can manifest this liberated self, then you will under-
stand that even if you are separated from your friends, you are still together with
them in this world.    Please take this thought with you, and I will end the teisho
here.


